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Writing
‘Children and young people will demonstrate their progress in

writing through the degree of independence they show, the
organisation and quality of their ideas, their skills in spelling,
punctuation and grammar, the match of their writing to audience
and the effectiveness of their use of language.’
Curriculum for Excellence
Writing is a major part of the curriculum and along with reading,
listening and talking, makes a significant contribution to the
development of children as thinkers and learners.

Writing at Hermitage
Here at Hermitage we use a whole
school approach to develop writing.
This approach is based on a child
centred, interactive learning with a
focus on four core targets of
Vocabulary, Connectives, Openers and
Punctuation known to pupils as VCOP.
Throughout the school the pupils use a
variety of stimuli to provide context for
their writing e.g. personal experience,
interdisciplinary learning.

V.C.O.P.
Vocabulary
In this area we promote the use of WOW words in writing.
These are words that are ambitious for the children to use.
We encourage the children to look for WOW words in their
reading texts e.g. reading books, novels and give examples
of how they could use these in other contexts.

Connectives
Connectives extend a piece of writing by joining two
sentences together. The children are aware that there are
different levels of connectives, therefore they are able to
develop their writing appropriately.

V.C.O.P.

(continued…)

Openers
There are different ways of opening a sentence. Younger
children will use- I/Then/They. For older children we
encourage them to use more ambitious openers to start
their sentence. Children develop this skill by using
words ending in –ly, -ing, -ed.
e.g. Amazingly, Sarah performed a cartwheel in
gymnastics.

Punctuation
We show the children different forms of punctuation and
give them examples of how to use them. Punctuation is
developed as the children progress through the school
and we use a punctuation pyramid to assist us.

Spelling Toolkit
Learning Strategies for Spelling
• Look, Cover, Write and Check. Look at the word to see which bit is tricky.
Ask the child to try writing the word in the air saying the letters. Cover the
word over and see if the child can write it correctly. Check to make sure.
• Say it as it sounds. Say the word so each sound is heard. For example, the
word was is said as “wass” to rhyme with mass, the word Monday is said as
“M-on-day”.
• Mnemonics. The initial letter of each word in a saying gives the correct
spelling of a word. For example- Laugh At Ugly Goat’s Hair
• Using joined up (cursive) writing also improves spelling.

Spelling
Spelling must be made fun, enjoyable and interesting. Children only really
become good at spelling by practising over and over again and this is best done
in fun and interesting ways.

http://www.hermitageprimaryschool.org/p2-spelling-activity-menu/

Homework Help
When your child is completing homework please ensure• they read over what they have written.
• they are using appropriate punctuation.
• they are spelling commons words correctly.
• they are extending their sentence with either a connective or WOW word.
• they are using neat handwriting and their work is well presented.

